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A Selection of Memories from Leigh-on-Sea



For many years now, we've been inviting visitors to our website to add their own memories to share their experiences
of life as it was, prompted by the photographs in our archive.
Here are some from Leigh-on-Sea
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If this has sparked a memory, why not share it here?
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'beau Vista' Undercliff Gardens 1913








I had an Great Aunt who used to rent out a house built in 1913 on the Undercliff  called 'Beau Vista' which is now no.54. There were less than 7 houses there in 1913.  There is a walk right in front of it. I visited it and took a photograph and with the help of the Residents's Committee Chairman who also lives there was able to learn more about it. It's a charming area and overlooks the sea and ...see more
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St Clements Leigh On Sea








I remember walking along the cinder path from Leigh station where the 21 bus dropped us off, buying cockles and Leigh shrimps for tea.  We always had a plate of cockles while we waited for the shrimps to be weighed up. Lots of vinegar and plenty of pepper, lovely! We then walked up all the steps to St Clements, through the churchyard where my Dad showed us the stone that the pirates, more likely the ...see more
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With thanks to Mary Berriman for this memory
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Our First Home








Jenny and I moved to the High Street in 1989, this tiny vilage was a wonderful home for us both, we loved the walks and the local pub, with this quite vilage in a town came the regatta which stoped us taking the car out and doing shopping etc. but we loved it. Unfortunatly our happy bliss ended with Jenny killed in a road crash on 20th May 1990 at 3.30PM, I love the lady and thought my world had ended, the house ...see more
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Days Out By Train








We used to visit Leigh-on-Sea by train from Dagenham on a Sunday.  After a stop at the cockle sheds for refreshment and for us children to see the process of the boiling of the shellfish, we would then walk along the seafront as far as Southend East railway station because in those days the train home was as packed as most rush hour trains are today and we were assured of a seat on the train before it got to ...see more
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Website hand-made by Frith, since 1998.


All rights reserved. See the

Terms & Conditions
of Use for our site.



© Copyright Frith Content Inc 1998-2024.
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Embed This Photo










You may copy this code to your website or blog to display this photo.



Learn more.










Choose a size:

	
Large - 600px

	
Medium - 250px

	
Small - 185px















By using this service you agree to

our terms and conditions of use.




Strictly for non-commercial use.

Commercial users
contact us.
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More about

Image Optimisation






×








All our photos are printed as optimised versions of their originals, this process can take anything from 15 minutes to several hours. This ensures that the product you get shows the true quality that Frith photos are renowned for.



Example of image retouching:
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Genealogy & Research Images





Close ×








Despite over 20 years’ work on the archive, these scans have still not been individually checked and may prove to be damaged, faded, or not of sufficient quality to ever be offered in our full product range.  However, if you would particularly like to buy one of these
please get in touch
quoting the Frith negative number,(s) the town name and size of print you would like to buy. On receipt of your enquiry our archivist will check the scan and advise you if the quality is good enough.
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What is an Album?








An album is a way to save a selection of Frith photos, maps and memories that are of interest to you.



Creating an Album enables you to make short lists and then make a final selection from the album. In particular it makes ordering things like calendars much easier - simply create an Album of the 12 photos you like and then use the Album when placng your order - our order process will give you this option.



You can create as many Albums as you want, so perhaps make one for your hometown, where you live now, where your parents live now etc.
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